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“ A dancer is rushing backwards to get away from
something she must have found frightening ; as she
runs, she keeps glancing back more and more anxiously, as if her flight is accumulating obstacles behind her that increasingly impede her movements, until she is forced to turn around. And there she stands,
suspended, frozen, her arms hanging loosely, looking
at something coming towards her, something even
more terrifying than she was first seeking to escape
until she is forced to recoil. Fleeing from one horror, she has met another, partly created by her flight ”

- Bruno Latour explained the dance
‘The Angel of Geostory’
by Stephanie Ganachaud,
Facing Gaia , May 2017
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01
A WAKE

ROADS ARE NOW RIVERS

I was born and raised in the East part of Bangkok, Thailand.
Each year when rainy seasons, it was really usual to see flooding on streets in my neighbourhood with a low velocity of water drainage. I always saw kids playing joyfully with the floods
water on the streets with their little plastic boats. Most of my
neighbours were all got used to this situation and they were
all accepted that there were no policies and authorizations
that could solve problems. We all continually lived our lives.
These were my early years perceptions about flooding before
I realized that the area I was living was located at the lowest
part of Bangkok.
In July 2011, in the middle of Monsoon season, without any
warnings, a big volume of water started to built up from the
north of Thailand which was in the higher elevations in terms
of topography. The water accumulated too much, exacerbated with high tides in the sea which forced water back up the
swollen river, so that the main national water drainage system, especially the Chaophraya river, was out of function. In
order to transfer these water quickly to the sea, the governments decided that we needed to allow water passed through
the whole lower alluvial plain where included one third of
country’s provinces.

“We cannot block the water forever. We need areas that water can be drained through so water can flow out to the sea.
Flood waters are coming from every direction and we cannot
control them because it’s a huge amount of water,”
- prime minister Yingluck, 2011.
[BBC news; Thailand floods : Bangkok
‘impossible to protect, 20 Oct 2011]
This action made most of the whole lower plain rapidly under
water and suddenly became unexpectedly ‘National Crisis’.
Thailand’s capital city, Bangkok, has been warned that they
were facing the worst widespread flooding in a half century.
All my university classes were cancelled and students were
asked to stay home for almost 3 months. One of my cousins families was asked to evacuated from their house, as he
sketched in a paper when he was evacuating.

Fig 01: Hand sketch of evacuation moment by Sira Temjai

He later told me that the water came up from grass surface in
his backyard and continually went inside his house and ended
up almost 1.2 meters height through all the first floor.
In Chanchoengsao, a province adjacent to Bangkok, a field of
banana and mango trees of my parents was also extremely
effected by this floods. We could only access the area by boat,
just to check if the water level was lower. After the water was
gone, most of trees in the field died, owing to the reason that
they were under the water for too long. Everything was restart from zero.
During the flooding, existing flood barriers and canals were
not working. Roads become rivers. Temples flooded. School
flooded. Many volunteers and troops helped building up walls
by sandbags to protect their residential area and buildings
from water to entering. People moved their belongings in
their house up from the ground floor and started to live in the
upper floor. The plastic boats, drinking water and instant food
were all sold out. It was the first time in my life that I saw people lived in panic while the situation was totally unclear with
no certain notices from government about when or where the
water was coming and how should we prevent them.

Fig 02: Flooding in Ayutthaya and Pathum Thani Provinces in October 2011 [left],
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Fig 03 : Top view of the one area of
the Chaophraya river delta during floods in 2011

In the end, more than 320 people was dead. 9 millions of populations living in the lower plain have affected by this flood.
1000 of factories has been shut down. And 3.5m tons of
rice paddy has been damaged. [BBC News; Thailand floods
; Bangkok ‘impossible to protect’; 20 Oct 2011] The flood
caused tremendous losts in all sectors nationally and needed
at least 10 years to be recovered.

TERRITORY OF WATER

“A single drop of water in the uplands of watershed may appear and reappear as cloud, precipitation, surface water in
creek and river, lake and pond or groundwater; it can participate in plant and animal metabolism, transpiration , condensation, decomposition, combustion, respiration and evaporation. This same drop of water may appear in considerations
of climate and microclimate, water supply, floods , drought
and erosion control, industry, commerce , agriculture, forestry,
recreation , scenic beauty, in cloud , snow, stream, river and
sea. We conclude that nature is a single interacting system
and that changes to any part will affect the operation of the
whole.”
- Ian McHarg, paraphrased from an image conceived

Fig 04 : Thailand floods in 2011

The derogation of flooding in 2011 cannot be compared with
every year flooding at the streets around my neighbourhood.
This was the first time we faced such a high risk of living. Because of the high tragic loss, this floods has triggered national
government and environmental-related organizations for the
first time. The big question has risen that Bangkok and surrounded provinces are not safe anymore.

“ We might move to North or North East.
Well, away from the floods.”
- Jeremy, one of Bangkok population.
[BBC News; Thailand floods ;
Roads are now rivers ’; 11 October 2011]

In 2018, I noticed that the rain falls days in Thailand was extremely amissed. Normally, rainy season and monsoon was
last only 3-4 months. But last year, it rained constantly for
more than 8 months, especially on September which rained
almost every days. The floods in my neighbourhood still happened, much worse than when I was young. It was clear that
each year will become worse with heavier rains and widespread floods , as the climate change was about to bring the
destruction to my flooded neighbourhood and also, to my
whole country
It took until then when I realized that I’ve been living in a delta,
a territory of water and so close to the risks. Risk by water.

Water is one of the most important natural elements of all
living creatures, including us. It has traits of being dynamic
and inevitably changing into various status, shapes and form
in order to help balancing all the living and natural systems
on earth.
Water shapes and nourishes landscape. It produces gradients
of other landscape elements from wet to dry, dynamic to stability, and fluid to rigid. Water always move from higher elevation to lower ground. It generates variations of ecosystems
including all vegetations, animals and human. For example,
looking at one river section, according to its gradual natural
slope related with water in the river, we will see different
types of vegetations, soils and nutrients. They are all caused
by water.
Deltas are water succulent territory. They are formed where
river meets the ocean, and naturally are shaped by forces of
rivers, waves and tides. Deltalic territories are always affected
by water in many directions, namely rain water, ground water, rivers, canals, water basins and sea tides. Due to its flat
morphology, delta plains contain low velocity of water. With
this reason, the transfered sediment, particles erosions, sediment depositions, storm surges, floods, rains, salt water infiltration and much more. When the morphology as a base of
landscape changed, it generated consecutive consequences
which are its ecosystems and habitats.

“In deltalic landscape, change is inevitable and dynamic
change is occurring and will continue to occur.”
-The new misi ZIIBI living delta project

Fig 05 : Drawing , showing impression of water in delta’s territory

Realizing delta is my home, it is greatly important, as the first
step, to conceive what are the systems of them and sensibly feel them as liquid territory. In shorts, they are dynamic
threshold area between hinterland and sea, influenced significantly by water that always go from higher to lower altitude,
gradually infiltrate into lands, generated and balanced life,
sheltered for numerous species, created ecosystem gradient,
as well as senses of their humidity.
In this way, I clearly understand my territory.

CLOCK IS TICKING

“It doesn’t stop; every morning it begins all over again. One
day, it’s rising water levels; the next, it’s soil erosion; by evening, it’s the glaciers melting faster and faster; on the 8 p.m.
news, between two reports on war crimes, we learn that
thousands of species are about to disappear before they have
even been properly identified. Every month, the measurements of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are even worse
than the unemployment statistics. Every year, we are told that
it is the hottest since the first weather recording stations were
set up; sea levels keep on rising; the coastline is increasingly threatened by spring storms; as for the ocean, every new
study finds it more acidic than before. This is what the press
calls living in the era of an “ecological crisis.”
- Bruno Latour; Facing Gaia,
Eight lectures on the new climatic regime, 2017

Climate change is unavoidable and should be concerned
in all world’s habitats. It affects greatly to world’s ecosystem and habitats especially in deltalic area, where is the
most fragile and vulnerable. The degraded delta means that
we are losing natural buffer or protection of our urbanizations
from natural disaster. Climate change is going to ensure that
the 2011 floods in Thailand will not be the last one.

The challenge is globally concerned due to the climate change
crisis and sea level rises which are important factors that will
not only cause environmental crisis, but deadly catastrophe.
Heavy storm surges, long lasting rainy seasons and drought
will sequentially come after as its impacts, and vastly led to
the severe livability of all delta’s habitats. This is how nature
send us a warning, proclaiming that power of nature is way
more powerful than us.
Many researches said, according to climate shifting, degraded
ecosystem, water quantity and quality changes in upstream
and population pressure, most of the deltas are in danger of
collapse within 21th century. The future delta restoration will
become increasingly difficult and costly, in order to maintain
safety for delta’s habitats. This collapse may included complete loss of wetlands, cities and villages flooded and permanent loss of fishing areas, aquaculture, farming lands, wild
sand dunes and valuable forests.
Now, in 2019, some of urbanized deltas have been studied,
projected, investigated and prepared for the solutions to encounter this challenge since last 10 years. Landscape professions has become more and more importantly integrated
in order to find new balanced solutions and opportunities to
recuperate deltas, as well as make delta safer for every habitats, including human, animals and vegetations. The challenge
is not only designing better landscape in very complex deltalic territory, but also working against the time and natural
processes. Every minutes we are living, a millimeter sea level
rises.
Our future is upon today! If these urgent issues have not been
concerned today, it will apparently lead fatal breakdowns in
our globalization in 100 years. This claimed that we, as delta’s habitats, need to take it seriously from the local scale like
household, to the national scale, coming up with strategies
and planning to fight back against the climate change, starting from today.

Otherwise, we might run out of time.

02
A RACE
FLUIDIT Y TO RIGIDIT Y

How we got to this point?
Richard Campenella has briefly explained the evolution of
world’s deltas through 2 important periods; fluidity and rigidity. Fluidity periods started from the the very beginning of deltas formations by natural forces. Deltas are products of their
hinterlands. Their changes are the result of rivers sediment
depositions, ground water, climates, rain, topography, waves,
tides , currents and salinity. All natural elements shaped and
nourished deltas, and caused inconstant landscape. Because
of the deltas fertility, in term of high productivity, rich biodiversity and easy transportation along abundant waterways, they
become idealistic area for human settlements.
Later in Rigidity period, human overcome natural landscape
gradually. With the European standpoint , hardlines and grids
elements were being introduced to empower civilizations over
wilderness.

The geometric street grids came to environments that had
once previously been defined by natural unruliness. The deltas cities were built up by hard interventions, such as levees,
embankments, floodwalls, dams, deforestation and roads, in
order to bring nature under human’s controls.
The natural complexities of deltas are reducing. In delta, there
are now less water, less humid, less nutrient, less wild, less
dynamic and less natural. Liquid landscape has been replaced
with solid landscape. Our houses and lands are sinking. Deltas
that used to act as natural buffer, are now extremely fragile.
Highly human influences have already overcome the natural
force in deltalic area.
The following chapter will explain 2 brief histories of how 2
deltas have been dealing with their teritory of water differently ; Dutch delta , the Netherlands and the Chaophraya
river delta, Thailand.

Fig 06 : A photograph of Rhine river, expressing simple horizontal
line of river and dikes. By Andreas Gursky, 1999
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T HE D U TCH DELTA
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Fig 07 : Maps showing evolutions of Dutch deltas
1] Early middle ages, the inhabitants of the marshy delta built terps
2] Mid 19th century, land was impoldered and land reclamation
3]The construction of canals and discharges
4] Industrialization, ever larger polders, dams and barriers construction of the Delta Works.

“ Thinking of Holland. I see wide-flowing rivers slowly traversing infinite plains, inconceivably rarefied poplars like lofty
plumes on the skyline in lanes; and submerged in the vastness
of unbounded spaces the farmhouses strewn over the land,
tree clumps, villages, truncated towers, churches and elm
trees - all wondrously planned. the sky hangs low and slowly
the sun by mists of all colours is stifled and greyed and in all
the regions the voice of the water with its endless disasters is
feared and obeyed.”
- H. Marsman (1936) Translation by Paul Vincent

The Netherlands is deltas land, where is water receptacle area
from the mountainous region of Germany and Switzerland .
The history from the beginning of first settlement until present was all about the fitghting against water.

At the end of ice age periods , the global sea level rises caused
a huge shift to all worlds’ deltas coastlines. Most of the area
of the North sea that used to be land was overcome by sea
water. Dutch delta was gradually shaped, mainly influenced
by water, which caused big area of land’s loss and gain. Later,
according to the rises of sea level and bad climate condition
with strong sandy and snow storms , most of the area was
covered by marine clay without any tree. The landscape of
the early delta was Arctic desert. The delta evolved continuously, from the desert to Tundra and wet forest of Birch and
Pine in 12000 years ago. The emergence of raised bogs with
peaty soils caused by heavy rain in the flat area. The changing
course of the water channel inland in this period of time also
from dam building behavior of the Beavers. Later, the delta
started to be more stable according to the growing vegetations.
Until 5500-4500 BC, the first human settlement occupied
the delta, together with the lower rate of sea level rises. They
were hunters and built their temporal settlements on higher
sandy ground in the South of delta. In 2500 BC, human settlement was growing, causing deforestation in order to create their arable land. With this action, created grassland and
bushes landscape for grazing animals. The existing hunters
or settlers started to permanently settled along natural river
dunes and levees mainly around Meuse basin. They hunted
in the forest, grazed cows in flood plains, used open water
for drinking and household. Then in 1800 BC, the permanent
settlement occurred in the West, in the area today called West
Friesland. The small villages were built orienting rivers, mainly
for river trading and other water-related economic activities.

The water management has occurred for the first time in 500
BC. Because of the floods, the settlers were forced to heighten their grounds by using excavated mud to elevate their living area and farms, and surrounded by reed marsh. This man
made higher ground was called ‘terp’ and some of them are
evidently presence until today.
The Romans explained their first impression of the delta,
when they arrived, that primitive living condition on the artificial dwelling mounds and been attacked by river floods twice
a day. So it led to the construction of dams and avulsies, in
order to control the water, as well as irrigate it to crops fields
and arable land.

Fig 09 : Terp or higher ground settlements
which still presence till today

Fig 08 : The temporal settlements in the swamp area, during the
early year of Dutch deltas

In 5 , Nijmegen on the Waal riverl became a new center of
permanent settlements and trading economic according water transportations between hinterland and the North Sea.
It situated on the elevated ice-pushed ridge surrounded by
abundant water channels and floodplains where were extremely attractive for the settlements, trades, agriculture and
military purposes. The arable land of corns, wheats and herbs
gradually increased while the forest dense oak and beech
was quickly cut down. Owing to the regular floods, the settlers were forced to keep heighten their grounds for the safety
reasons. The storm surge and floods happened too regularly, so the Romans needed to leave some of the towns and
forts where were near the rivers and left that area constantly
flooded. The area where today is Castellum van Oudenburg,
became floodable area with forts.
The dikes were firstly built mostly along the rivers and coastline in 500-700. Together with the high rates of population
growth. The villages became cities with church center along
the rivers. Quays were constructed in many places as the following result of river trading demands. The whole delta become food resources for knights and soldiers by their agriculture productions. The stable living conditions of the habitats
led to cultivation cultures and intensive salt productions.

Fig 10 : Cross section of a wind-watermill, the Vikzalmoen, working on the principle of the Archimedes screw, to the left the polder to be drained, to the right the mill-race , Van de Ven , 2004

In the area behind the coastal dunes, there were a huge natural transformation, bog-peat area, and widely spread with a
massive growth covering entire area behind dunes barrier. In
the early period, this bog peat area was not occupied by any
settlements. Until 1200, large peat area has been greatly exploited, for the production of salt and cultivations. This action
also gave the better accessibility between sea and hinterland,
as well as, the influences of the sea become slowly overcome
over the land.
The thick layers of extensive bog peat area ended up around
1-3 meters height above the sea level in 1250. 50 years later, the exploitation of peat was intensively spreading in large
scale. Peat was used as significant fuel for both household
and industrial uses in that period of time. The massive digging
of peat caused greatly impact on the whole delta, including
mainly land subsidence and large land erosion. The sinking
land brought about the emergence of large shallow lakes and
wetlands. This later become a big national crisis and more
wet situations.
Owing to land subsidence, most of arable land cannot grow
crops which needed dry condition, like corns, anymore. The
invention of Dutch iconic windmill in 1221 was helping to
drain marshy and shallow water basins and turned them back
to arable land. Also, with the help of windmill, the drainage of
peat lakes become much faster in order to continuously supply the high demand of peat extractions.

In the border of the river, the construction of the dikes continued for flood safety reasons. This caused the narrower
flood plains where are greatly important for bio-diversity and
valuable river ecosystem. Most of main rivers and branches
of Rhine and Meuse were embanked. The rivers and canals
become more and more shaped with higher water level in the
river. Lots of water management worked had been carried out
in order to control the water, including dams, dikes and sluices. Until 1600, it was found that there were highest numbers
of dikes and embankments in the deltas, as well as the deepest point of land loss.

Fig 11 : The poor condition of Zeedijk from Diemen,
1705, Anonymous

This period of time was ‘Dutch golden period’. The prosperous economic activities led to more demand in agriculture.
The wet territories were made dry and become polders for
cultivations benefits. The polders method made country to
win more land from the water and later become an important
character of Dutch landscape.
In the floodable area with forts where were left by Romans,
avail once again for military defences benefits. Forts and bunkers mostly situated on flood plains, giving spaces for at least
300 meters around them. This lower ground space was called
‘a field of fire’, where they planted willows and easily cut and
burn them when enemy approached. These area were called
Old Holland waterline and New Holland waterline. Today, this
new dutch waterline contained 85 km. long and 50,000 Ha
with 10 flood basins. It became remarkable site that highly
valuable for natural preserve with a deep water related history behind it. Bunker 599 is one of the most impressive intervention of New Holland waterline [NDW], situated near
Utretcht. The architect had turned an old military bunker from
1815, into a monumental status. With the subtle design of
slicing open the old bunker to lead the visitors to the flooded
area and experience wet natural reserve.

Around 1850, the country economic depended on water
transportations. It led to constructions of numerous connecting water channels, which were mostly straight with no
obstacles in order to convenience transferred boats for both
goods and passengers between towns. Industrial revolution
has introduced the stream power and muscular strength of
animals such as horses. The track-towed passenger boat
was a popular means of transport. For the good traction,
horses needed a sound towpath and decent bridges over
and side waterways. This towpath become a supplementary
and direct communication networks between cities, and gave
unique cultural value to delta’s waterscapes.

Earlier in 1788, Rijkwaterstraat [National water boards] was
found, with the duty of creating new visions for water management and maintain dikes, dams, quays and other flood defences. The initiation of river normalizations created the typical image of river shores, including river summer bed, groynes,
floodplains and dikes.

Fig 13 : A historical monument, a ‘ Rolpaal’ , a guide rail for the
guiding rope with which the track-boat was pulled along the Damsterdiep, Groningen, the Netherlands.

After World War ll, most of land has been used heavily for
agriculture and pastures in order to feed high food demand
in Europe. The irrigated channels continuously emerged, as
well as the drainage activities. The establishment of dikes
were highly accrued for the flood protection reasons. Land
excavations become the main cause of rapid land subsidence,
and dominated widespread agriculture led the whole country
to the bio-diversity crisis.

Fig 12 : Bunker 599 , intervention design by
Atelier Lyon, RAAAF

After the big floods in February 1953, it induced to the national delta work project which were series of massive construction interventions, including dams, sea walls, flood barriers,
sluices and dikes, with strong intention that the floods disasters will not happen again. The most important intervention
was massive sea walls with locks that mostly close off main
estuaries and turned the inland open water to be fresh water
lakes, Afsluitdijk. The delta work was one of the largest civil
engineering projects in the world at that time. Unfortunately,
ecological motives did not play role in the decision making in
the early projects. Until 30 years later, the environmental values became much more considered.

Fig 14 : Clothing retailer C&A celebrates its 170th anniversary with a
fashion show on the Afsluidijk, enhaning long striaght linear element
of dikes.

The first triggers of willingness of nature protection somehow awoke quietly in the late 19th century by Jac. P Thijsse
and E. Heimans. The first milestone in 1905, was the protection of a peat lake, the Naardermeer, in the floodplain of river
Vecht, where was intentionally functioned as a garbage dump
for the city of Amsterdam. This place was found as a unique
valuable landscape with lots of rare birds, amphibian and
mammals in open water and swamp forests. Now, Naardermeer become one of the biggest natural preserved wetland in
the Netherlands with some recreational activities, and also an
important natural area for delta ecological studies.
While the construction work of river dikes, dams and other
flood protections was still constantly going on, the dynamic
transition space between water and land such as floodplains
and wetland were gradually diminish and become sharp borders between wet and dry. The interest in the ecological consequences of river engineering did not arise until 1970, when
the restoration of the Rhine became an important issue.
The water quality and ecosystem restorations have been
two important issues since 30 years ago. In national scale,
there were two important factors that help flood defenses
and delta ecosystem. First is the brand new nation state of
the Netherlands considered the water system of the delta as
the key to national economy. Secondly, the developments
and innovations in science and technology, which enabled
engineers to construct flood defences and drainage systems
in gigantic scale.

In 2006, government’s program planning. Room for the river,
has been found with the new integral vision on watermanagment. Landscape and ecological values had been taken into
accounts greatly in the program to address new rooms for
water as spatial environment and flood protections, together
with landscape knowledge including spatial quality improvement, natural protection and introducing eco-friendly activities as the project’s motto, ‘ Safe and attractive landscape’.
Even the present environment and ecosystem status in delta is considerably impoverished, comparing to the situation
200 years ago. But with the early ecological consideration and
strong policies of government to carefully restore the delta
ecosystem, the present status is much positive, comparing to
30 years ago. Most of the interventions in delta are man-made
landscapes and imitated original natural ecosystem, which are
highly valuable, rare and unique, gaining back the lost ecosystem and balancing with modern urbanizations.
‘Drown or be Dutch’ is a short phrase that can describe truly a long fight with water of Dutch people. Today, the visible
Dutch landscape is a result of natural dynamic of delta and
the actions of fighting back against the water. Thick layers
of history and water dynamic have created the complexity of
delta. The solution for restoring delta, in both engineering and
landscape way, become the first delta experimental laboratory and role model for other deltas that are facing their crisis.
And still continuously developing planning of deltas, focusing
on resilience and sustainability to be well-prepared for the
coming climate change.

A LIVING WITH WATER

T HE C HAO P HRAYA R I V E R D E LTA

“Apply name Mae Nam Chaophraya the river is original nurturer of Thai people. In Thai, Mae Nam is a generic term for
river with Mae signifying mother and Nam is water. The Thai
royal and noble title Chaophraya translated as Grand Duke.
The two terms together truly reflects the reverence Thais have
for this river”
- An interwoven destiny : Bangkok and its river

The Chaophraya river delta is low lying alluvial plain, where
is the water catchment area from mountainous region in the
North, and transfer to the Gulf of Thailand. Before the history,
the entire delta was believed to be as fresh water swamp
forests inland, and salty mangroves at the coastal area. With
its tropical climate, it was abundant with native tropical vegetations, aquatic animals and wildlife. Most of the early settlements in forms of sprawled small villages were found in
North Eastern part, with the evidences of rice cultivation and
bronze casting.
In 1238, Sukhothai Kingdom was found in the Northern broad
valley of the Chaophraya river delta. Because of the abundance of natural resources, economical activities were mainly
forest harvest, agriculture and fresh water fishing. With the
good trading relationship with neighbours and policy of free
trade, Sukhothai Kingdom’ s economy was extremely vibrant.
Also, there was an evidence that wildlife such as elephant,
have been used by kings and soldiers for the military purposes.
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Fig 15 : Map of the Choaphraya river delta

Fig 16 : View of Judea [Ayutthaya], the capital of Siam, Johannes Vinckboons
1662-1663, now exhibited in Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

“Nai nam mee pla, Nai na mee khoa” translated as “ There are
fish in water, there are rice in the field’”, the historical inscription found in Sukhothai period shows how fertile the territory
was.
After the fall of Sukhothai, Siamese capital moved Southward
along the Chaophraya river. The Ayutthaya kingdom, new Siamese capital, was emerged on 1350 on the low floodplain
island surrounded by water, benefits greatly to strategic military purposes.
A deep cultural relationship between water and settlers started from this period of time. The river has become society
bloodline, while its branches and canals were capillaries. Most
of socio-economic activities happened along the water line,
namely , settlements, temples, markets, schools, transportations, laundry and much more. The famous touristic floating
market today was an imitation of the culture economic trading on the water in Ayutthaya period.

Fig 17 : Damnoen Saduek floating market
one of the most famous tourist attraction in Thailand, 2016

For economy, swampy forests were exploited in order to
create settlements and arable land. By influences of annual
rainfall and floods, it was evident that Ayutthaya settlers really well understood about their floodplain territory and lived
with the rhythm of water. Instead of sowing the rice like what
people in North and Northeast region did, they turned into
the floating rice methods, which were used to cultivated varieties of rice in flooded conditions and grew fast enough to
keep pace with water level. The highly productive rice cultivations led to the creation of numerous canals adjoining to
Chaophraya river. The harvest rice were transferring by water
tracfficking. These rice cultivations activity was enhanced by
a religious ceremony, Royal ploughing day were perform by
kings in order to bless the crops and agriculture annually. This
traditional event represented the deep roots of Thai cultural
cultivation communities and still happen until today.
Owing to the enlargement of cultivation economic, the trade
expansion with Europeans firstly started around 17th century. Ayutthaya suddenly became international trading ports
and merchants destinations from China, Japan, Dutch, Portugal and France. The trades were mainly between modern
western weapons and local products namely rice, dried fish,
vegetable, woods and deerskin. They were all natural resources.
The adaptation of living with water was obviously represented in Thai traditional vernacular architecture. The local
houses, located in floodable area, were simply constructed by
natural material including timbers and bamboos which can
be reusable. The main functions of the house were placed
mostly on the second floor, while the high open space on the
ground level with poles supports was flexible and multi-used
area. This space was used for storing agricultural equipments,
social gathering and other temporary activities, but the real
design intention was to be able to adapt to flood season and
protect the residents from wildlife.

Fig 18 : The drawing of a Thai traditional vernacular house

There were some settlers who literally lived in rivers and canals, due to the practical adaptability to seasonal floods and
tidal waves. The raft communities were the result of water-based settlements and easily transported wherever the
seasonal trades and economic activities shifted to. Also, they
brought about attractiveness to the waterfronts. All kinds
of water related socio-economic activities were vibrantly allowed, for example, agriculture inland, fishing, washing, trading and many more.
In 1765, Burmese armies invaded Ayutthaya from the North
and West. They finally broke into the capital and burn down
most of Ayutthaya treasures including temples and royal palaces. The Burmese brought Ayutthaya Kingdom to ruin, before one general, gathered forces and established the new
capital, again along the river down South, closer to the river
mouth, called Thonburi.
During 15 years of Thonburi period, unstable situation of war
and lack of manpower caused declined economy. Until 1782,
the Rattanakosin Kingdom was found and relocated the capital to Bangkok, the opposite side of the Chaophraya river.

Fig 20 : Temple Siamois a Banckok
(and) Vue de Banckok, 1830,
Tenre for Dumont D’Urville “
Voyage Pittoresque Autour”

Fig 19 : Fragmented raft communities, 1850

Before the capital was moved here, there were small amount
of settlements located on river natural levees, lived in very
primitive conditions with wet ecosystem such as, freshwater
swamp. The area was highly tidal influenced, and again, local
settlers learnt how to live with the rhythm of water very well.
In the early year, owing to ongoing active wars with Burmese
from times to times required canals construction for the strategic military reasons which changed little coarse on morphology. Then the demand of dredging canals were rapidly
increased in 1782-1800 because of trading and water irrigation purposes. More than 60 percent of land uses were mixed
orchards and rice paddy fields. With delta’s fertile soil , the
rice production was really high and later announced as main
national agriculture economy. The settlements shaped into
‘Homestead’ communities, facing waterfront. In this period
of time, Bangkok was called ‘ Eastern Venice’, due to its numerous visible canals.

Later in 1850, high rates of immigration from China and increasing population required the expansion of the city. Therefore, Rattanakosin removed the old walls in order to expand
the city to the Eastern area. After that, the walls were never
being built again. That was a starting point of unorganized
urban growing plan. In the same time, with the influence
from Western technology, traditional wooden houses were
replaced by modern brick houses. The raft communities were
concerned as polluted and asked to settle inland. In 1868
with the influences of industrial revolution, the water oriented
communities were gradually shifted to modern and solid infrastructure such as roads and railways. Until 1890, we could
state that the water based societies of the Chaophraya river
delta were vanish completely.
Due to the rapid increasing numbers of digging canals to supply the demand of agriculture, it led to delta’s water management problems, including floods, drought and soil erosion.
The problems were solved by constructing numerous water
gates in upstream water channels and big concrete dams in
the North of Thailand in 1909-1930, in order to detain and
control water quatity downstream. The water management
plans were mostly engineering based infrastructure. Until
1957, the Greater Chaophaya project, including series of irrigation canals, dams, water gates and floodwalls, has been
realized. It made the lower area of delta become severe water
receiving area.

Fig 21 : Rice paddy field and buffalos
showering in wet swamp.

This rapid urban development in few decades, without
awareness, affected greatly on delta’ s ecosystem in general.
The river shore ecosystem which is one of the most valuable
of deltas, were completely destroyed. There are no traces on
the original species and habitats of the Chaophraya river delta
at all, we can only guess them from the neighbour’s ecosystem with the same conditions. To conclude, the natural dynamic of delta was falling apart.

Fig 22 : Sansaeb canals commuties, Bangkok

Bangkok and surroudned provinces have been shaped into an
extreme consolidated delta’s metropolitans. Today the urbanized area was 378 times bigger than when it started. The
water managements were still relied on the old dams,water
gates and flood walls that were built on mid 20th century.
Untill 2011, due to the higher rates of rainfall, these infrastructure could not on contend with the pressure of water.
So they needed to release enormous amounts of water to the
low-lying plain and caused the biggest flood in the Chaophraya river delta.
As you can see in the maps, comparing water surfaces in teritory in 2 periods of time. The present water surfaces were extremely reducing and not connected as network. These were
a result of urbaization growth with no water-related visions.
In very short period of time, the delta has changed it morphology totally, from fluidity to rigidity, as well as its habitats
way of life. The strong adaptive cultural way of life in the past,
living with water, is hardly seen in the low-lying part of the
delta. Moreover, they are not only neglected the water, but
seeing them as sewage. Today, the heavy construction of
metropolitan development is still going on rapidly with lack
of green spaces, confronting fatally with sinking problems,
erosions, urban heat wave island, pollution, flooding, sea
level rises, temperature rises and biodiversity crisis. These
big misunderstanding about the territory is leading the delta
of the Chaophraya river to the downfall.

Fig 23 : Maps showing water surfaces [in black color]
comparing between in 1906-1941 [upper] and in 2017 [lower]
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Fig 24 : Massive flood wall, Series artwork of the city of dystopian, Bangkok
by Julien Gauthier, Art work, 2018

“The habitat of modern deltas appears as a contradiction,
sensitive and dynamic in nature, yet host to hundreds of millions of people”
- Irina Overeem and James P.M. Syvitski,
Dynamics and Vulnerability of Delta Systems

Long history of deltas has led us to the point that we are now.
As explained in chapter 02, the Netherlands and Thailand are
both territory of water. They have faced similar conditions
and problems, but considering the actions they made through
times, had shaped their landscape differently, as well as the
essences that are lying behind them.
Nowaday, the climate change and sea level rises are awaiting. The monsters, in the form of big flood in the Netherlands
in 1953 and Thailand in 2011, are signals from nature that
we have took excessive advantages from natural resources in
deltas. These monsters will only get bigger and bigger before
we realize that we will be already under the water, in case we
still neglect this issue.

Flood maps and risk maps have been essentially studied in order to find the vulnerable area as the effect of climate change.
Many researches have been working in different scenarios of
what will happen in 2100, from the subtle scenarios to the
extreme one. The predicted effects of climate change in 2100
can be in wide range of risks , for example the complete loss
of delta’s ecosystem, permanent flood, disruption of habitats,
loss of land, droughts, heatwaves effect, poorer crops, epidemic of diseases , degraded economic, deadly catastrophe
and many more.
As the clock is ticking, we need to envision future situations in
case there are no actions with this issue today. The ‘Do nothing’ scenario will definitely cause the extreme events in 2100.

Whereas, the big flood in Thailand in 2011 was the first trigger that caused only small movements in both nationalgovernment and local municipality. Lack of awareness in every
sectors had become significantly problematic. The main focus on national development are notably relied on modern,
solid and consolidated economical infrastructure, and rapidly
advancing urbanizations, with only small glances on environmental impacts. Most of problem solutions are likely shortterm and lack of sustainable concerns, for example, dredging
canals, concrete flood walls and embarrassing super giant
water tunnels networks underneath Bangkok, which are now
not very well functioned.

Fig 25 : H+N+S team working on
restoration of dikes projects.The Netherlands

Dutch deltas have strong awareness of this issue since mid
19th century. They believed that this awareness is greatly
initiation of national challenges, transforming from ‘knowing;
to ‘wanting’ to ‘acting’. Continuously, they have investigated
and researched to find integrated solutions for their territory
of water, incorporated with water engineers, politicians, biologist, urbanist and landscape architects over the past years,
and still working on intensively. Two research programs, Climate changes Spatial Planning and Knowledge of Climate,
gathered on the possible effects of climate change and resulting risks as well as opportunities They also stated that the
dealing with climate change is urgent tasks and need to be
applied on particular scopes, which are climate resilience of
critical infrastructure and networks [nation tasks] and spatial
development [regional and local tasks], in order to create long
term planning and adaptive solutions for the whole deltas.
The flood fighting of Dutch people are still actively going on,
but the high complexity of territory forced them to focus on
the integrated solutions, including landscape visions, instead
of keep building the higher dikes or technical flood defences. It
is really surprising that now, H+N+S and other landscape studios in Netherland are still intently working on the restoration
of dikes and other flood defences, same tasks that they were
doing for more than 300 years, but with the new landscpae
visions and aiming for long term solutions.
Due to the abated number of floodplains and river shore,
ecology and biodiversity crisis in late 20th century has become greatly concerned. The intention of recuperate delta’s
ecosystem was raised mostly in the design process of new
infrastructure development in the Netherlands, for example,
highways, embankments, sluices, dike restoration, new development area, public parks, solar fields and many more.
Blue and Green infrastructure, which is the most valuable
and unique ecosystem of delta, has been enhanced in different conditions. These included the restoration of wetlands,
floodplains, wet forest and shallow water, where are homes
of countless delta’s habitats. The awareness of wet ecosystem is one of the strategies, leading Dutch deltas to resilient
and sustainable solutions in order to fight against the climate
change and sea level rises in the coming future.

For example, in 2015, the government came up with approved plan to extend the width of many canals in Bangkok ,
constructing concrete flood walls on both side, to drain more
and faster capacity of water. These projects were completely
engineering oriented, while ecologist and landscape architect
did not have any voices. The infrastructure improvement is
heading only one aspect and barely concern about impacts
in the future.
I have participated in a participatory process with one of canal
community, which is effect by this project, on October 2018.
They were asked to give opinions on their new public housing and public spaces in their community. 95 percent of them
were refused to orient their new houses or place the public
space facing the canal side. Moreover, they requested to higher concrete walls to block their sights from the water. The long
cultural indigenous way of living with water, are rapidly faded.

Fig 26 : Ladprao canal community,
situated in a very heart of Bangkok, 2018

Obviously, today challenges of urbanized deltas are still going
on. Landscape architecture knowledge is one of the constituent, integrating with others, to realize the decent solutions for
future deltas. However each deltas, they had their own landscape strategies and visions, which are all diverse, according
to their conditions and backgrounds.
In the following chapter, I will explain some landscape visions
and approaches through few landscape design process and
concept of projects in both the Netherlands and Thailand.

WELCOMING FLOODS;

RO O M FO R T HE R I V E R , 2 0 0 6 - 2 0 1 9

After centuries fighting with floods, more and more technical efforts on heighten and strengthen dikes, new strategy
has emerged. Instead of considering the level measurement
of high water, the concept changed into the effort of giving
more rooms for the water, allow water to floods in the specific
places. The spatial quality that related to the water was considered as factor to be immediately improved with a strong
ambition to create safety area for more than 4 millions Dutch
citizens.
As a result, “Room of the river” [2006-2019] has become the
phenomenal series of 34 interventions along the delta’s rivers
under 2 main intentions, which are safety and attractive. Letting water entering in some spaces means reducing pressure
of water, as well as increasing gradient area in between wet
and dry which are most valuable ecosystem of the deltas, according to the willing of enhance Green+Blue infrastructure.
All the projects strongly integrated with the new landscape
viewpoints, as well as a consideration of river system as a
whole.

The tools of Room for the river are including deepening riverbed, lowering groynes, removing obstacles, lowering floodplains, higher water channels, dikes relocations, creating
water retention and dikes strengthen. The 8 tools are main
collective principles that are used to interpret with the specific site conditions. The rooms that had created, are becoming
area that allow dynamic of water be to proclaimed and will be
constantly changed through times.
The very well understanding of the deltas and its dynamic,
caused new numerous conceptual perceptions of deltas landscape. From rigid to fluid, permanent to temporary, hard to
soft, opaque to transparent and bold to gradient. Room for the
river has also introduced soft components and gradual transitions as new solutions of delta landscape. And the projects
become global role models of modern landscape visions, preparing to face climate change.

NORTH SEA

Fig 27 : The room for the river site locations

DYNAMIC OF WATER AS OPPORTU NITIES
NIJ MEG E N RIV E R PARK , 2 0 1 3 -2 0 1 5

One of the successful project of Room for the river, designed
by H+N+S, is Nijmegen riverpark. Nijmegen is the oldest city
of Netherland and was found where the Romans built the military camps because of its strategic location value, with the
overview to Waal river and Rhine Valley.It located along side
of Waal river which has very wild and powerful pressure especially on the site location where is the bottleneck of the river. Due to the climate change, more pressure from both side of
river and urbanization increased gradually. The maintenance ,
reinforcement and heighten of dikes were overdo many times
since in the historical time.

With Room for the river program, water pressure and dynamic were seen as an opportunity. Creating a secondary channel
and elongated island at the bottleneck of river Waal, and relocating some dike line inland were principle proposal to reduce
river water pressures and create a new image of riverscape
for the city. These proposals intentionally gave back some inland area to be under river dynamic, such as, sandy island,
floodplains and shallow water area. Also, the project claimed
itself as a new river park to the whole city and also acted as
a connector between North and South side of urbanizations.

Fig 28 : Master plan of Nijmegen river park, Nijmegen, the Netherlands

Fig 29 : Diagrams showing project area as a connector between
the North and the South side of urbanizations

The design of riverpark emphasized values of water dynamic
by considering yearly water calender and also future scenarios which going to be effected by climate change. The different
ground levels of zoning created various spatial perceptions
according to changes of water level. The gradient of water
level allowed wet nature development in the area where later
will become the most important natural hub in the city, which
connected to other sprawl green spaces in the city.
The experiences of people towards dynamic of river landscape has been taken into accounts. The design of the Citadel
bridge [Citadelbrug] was the result of it. The 200 meters long
crossing bridge lied on landscape context which are floodplains, and submerged into the water few days a year. These
created a unique experience of landscape. In dry season, the
bridge will be a passage structure above land, while in days
with high water level the bridge access will be flooded and
will not be accessible.

The details of the bridge, designed by NEXT Architects, also
helped enhanced this idea. On the side of bridge’s pathway,
there are lines of concrete blocks. When the water levels are
low, these blocks are used as benches. When the water rises,
they become stepping stones as an intermitted path over the
water.
In the end, Nijmegen river park become a very successful
landscape project, that obviously represent the advantages of
dynamic of water, as well as create flood defences. The park
become a role model of new landscape visions, introducing
natural flood defences method towards delta territory.

Fig 30 : Water calender diagrams

Fig 31 : Nijmegen river park, room for the river program, 2015

A NATURAL BYPASS

BYPASS KA MP EN , 2 0 0 4 - 2 0 1 4

Fig 32 : Masterplan of Bypass Kampen, 2004-2014

Bypass Kampen is one of projects in ‘Room for the river’ program, located at Kampen, an old medieval town at the river
mouth of river Ijssel. According to the extreme water level of
IJssel river, it led to the construction of new river bypass in
order to help discharge water from Ijssel river to Vossemeer
river before releasing to Ijsselmeer lake, in case of extreme
situations. Therefore, creating a new river bypass, named as
Reevediep is a result of this project. However, as the concept of Room for the river, the new bypass is not working as
a water channel only but considering the area as wet natural
quality as a whole.
The shape of deep water channel of river in the East is getting
wider towards the West and merge smoothly with the existing Voosemeer river shore and surrounding swampy area.
The water in the area is controlled by new dike line in the East,
connecting with IJssel river. There are 3 different connections
between IJssel river and new Reevediep river which are, a
sluice for recreational boat access, a dike bridge for allowing
continuity of wet nature and extreme water underneath, and
a deep water channel for fish migration.
Different ground levels briefly generate 6 deltas ecosystems,
depending on their wetness. These are open water, grassland, wet meadow, dry meadow, reeds land and riparian forest. These natural ecosystems have strong relationship with
the water level which is various during Summer and Winter.
The new dikes on both side of river bypass are already been
calculated and prepared for the extreme water situation to
drain 20-30% of discharge water from Ijssel river to Ijsselmeer lake, ensuring the safety for the urbanizations and agriculture fields. Except one proposed residential development
on the side of water channel, experimenting the new specific
living opportunities as ‘living with water’.

Open water

Grassland

Dry meadows

Wet meadows

Reeds

Riparian forest
Fig 33 : Schematic maps showing different kind of ecosystem

Fig 34 : Bypass Kampen, room for the river program, 2019

Making a river bypass cut through open landscape means a
huge disturbance. The project also focused on the coherences
of surrounding area and context categorized into 4 types of
land uses, namely natural landscape , agriculture landscape,
urbanization and recreational landscape. The project also cut
through a historical dike line where there are unique farmland
patterns attaching on both side. In addition, there are scattered swamps along the dike as a result of where the water broke over the dike in the past. With this reason, this dike
line become valuable and need a preservation. The ambition
to enhance this dike line as local route brought about a new
bridge design ‘Nieuwedijkse brug’ over the bypass, connecting the 2 sides, with a terrace as a viewpoint of the wet nature
landscape.

Since the dynamic of water and delta’s natural landscape
are visible, recreational uses were putting on top layers. The
whole project is functioned like a natural park with a short
distance from the city center of Kampen. The bike lanes and
recreational routes were placed along the water channel in
order to give opportunities for visitors and habitats to experience the delta’s wet landscape, as well as being an educational area, monitoring delta’s dynamic.
Bypass Kampen was recently open on April 2019 and vegetations just started to grow in process. They recently held a
small workshop amongs surrounding neighbourhood, introducing their new natural space and learn how to live with it.

LANDMARK OF CONCRE TE

T HE C HAO P HRAYA R I V E R P RO M E N A D E , 2 01 5

The Chaophraya river promenade project has been approved
by thailand’s government since 2015. The project mainly
aimed to be a new remarkable landmark of Bangkok which
will support and link with the new modern developments
around the riverfront area. The project situated in the city
center of Bangkok within extremely high urban pressures.
The result of the design proposal came out in the form of 14
kilometers long of concrete promenades on both side of the
river. The construction of the promenade will be on massive
concrete supported columns, extending platform out of the
existing river shoreline.
Public outcry immediately emerged after seeing final result
of the project’s design. Many associated organizations criticized on the real values of the Chaophraya river, including
heritage context and cultural water-related way of life which
still can be seen in some specific communities along the river.
The structure of promenades will be enormous obstacles for
accessibilities to the river from the local scales. The river ecosystem is another critical subject. Hard concrete shoreline will
completely destroy natural habitats and worsen bio-diversity.
One of organization, “Friend for the rivers”, stated that instead
of building big solid infrastructure, the solutions should be developing spatial quality of local river communities and their
accessibility to the river with local perspective.
Obviously, the project is focused on the modern development
infrastructure of metropolitans, concerning only big scale developments and totally neglected the real value and identity
of the Chaophraya river. And also, without any glances to the
climate change and solutions of future city’s resilient.
However, the project now has been hold, due to the voices of
associated groups and local people. The future of the project
is still unknown.

Fig 35 : The Choaphraya river promenade proposal , 2015

POROUS CIT Y

CHULA LO N G KO R N C E NT E NA RY PA R K , 2 0 1 7

Fig 36 : Master plan and section of Chulalongkorn centenary park, 2017

Regarding to highly dense and consolidated urbanization in
the low-lying deltas, there was an emergent of a small movement of landscape architects in Bangkok after the name “Porous city network”. They believed that the solution for Bangkok
should be ‘ Sponge city’ and aimed to improve urban resilient
through the meaning of delta landscape, by realizing cracks in
hard paved city. These cracks, for them, even the small areas,
are opportunities for permeable surface that can absorb water and develop ecological and finally become water related
network in the big city.
One of the recent successful project is Chulalongkorn Centenary Park in 2012, designed by Landprocess and N7A architects. The park is located at the very heart of Bangkok, surrounded by modern high rises building. Comparing with city
scale, the 12 Acres piece of land is a small crack, but the project was strongly acted as showcase of landscape impacts to
deal with flooding and ecological crisis in the extreme dense
urban space.

“So I thought about what role the park could play within the
community. Then, I thought about climate change as well as
the flood problems that Bangkok suffers. I came up with an
idea to create a park that could serve as both a public space
and also a water management asset.”
-interview of Kotchkorn,
[Bangkok’s secret weapon in war against floods;
Bangkok Post;21 October 2017]
The main purpose of design is to define detaining space for
water. The slope of green roof garden led the rainwater to
the constructed wetland and retention pond on the other side
of the park. The big main lawn in the middle is the area to
help water drain easily to the retention pond and also allow
water to flood in case the retention pond is overflow. Instead
of solving the problems with engineering solution, the design focused on the use of natural ecology to manage and
absorb water. Wetlands with native vegetations are newly
introduced as ecological ways to clean the water before the
water reach to the retention pond.

Regarding to urban park functions, the design also allows
people to interact with water. The stepping stones path in
wetland area attracted children to play and have a closer look
to wetlands ecosystem. Also, biking interventions at the edge
of retention pond allowed visitors to create movement and
gain more oxygen to the water.

The project showed highly respond to climate change and
the annual flood, as well as brought back some water related activities in the public park. The design motivated people
to be more familiar with water and what water can generates. Moreover, the project aimed to increase ecological benefits and being an education pilot scheme, representing the
new landscape solutions to fight against floods and climate
change. We can say that it is a small project but important initiative step of raising voices for new landscape project which
had water oriented visions in Thailand.

Fig 37 : Chulalongkorn centenary park, 2017
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“ It is not all about the data, but finding out what is behind them,
the essence of the challenge, task, programme or process.”

- Dirk Sijmons, Landscape architect,
founder of H+N+S landscape architect, the Netherlands

Fig 38 : Floods strains on the wall, after the floods in Thailand , 2011

A STRAIN ON THE WALL

I personally got inspired by water strain that emerged on the
wall after floods. These strains reminded us of the fact that
the water once had overcome the territory. Or to be more
clear, the territory was actually belong to water.
The water does not only leave their marks on the walls, but
also in deltalic landscape which are in countless and different
forms, all influenced by dynamic of water. Collective traces
are evidences of the relationship between natural forces and
human activities which are gradually shaped our present
delta territory. Numbers of traces, in relationship with liquid
landscape were found in the history of 2 deltas that had been
explained in Chapter 02. These also represented the complexities of deltas territories had become.
Extracting from 2 historical timelines of Dutch deltas and the
Chaophraya river delta, these are diagrams of traces of liquid
landscape we found through times. [see in fig 40.]
These give evidently a sense of perspective that the Netherlands, is changing the vision from fighting against water into
living with water. In contrary, Thailand’s vision is changing
from living with water into fighting against them.
According to the movement of Stephanie [the Angel of geostory], stating in the very beginning of this documents, the
approaching of a terrify monster forced her to stop and look
back at what accumulating behind and becoming a monster.
If she did not stop and look back on what was the real causes
of a monster, then she will never get over it. And the more she
continue running , the bigger and more terrifying the monster
will become.

“ During the floods, roads has become rivers. While in the
past, we are the one who turned rivers into roads”

These actions should obviously be implied in the design thinking process in everydeltalic landscape projects, especially
with resilient and long terms visions.
Before we enthusiastically try to achieve the best strategic
solutions for our promising future, the needs of looking back
into our delta’s historical traces are becoming very important.
These traces from the past represented as steering wheels
that help greatly to understand what are engines driving
within the territory, both natural forces and human activities.
Without the deep understanding about the real characteristic
and forces of the territories, the future solutions will never be
planned and designed in effective and logical way. Moreover,
traces can always help realizing landscape opportunities,
qualities, values, taking advantages of the existing forces,
being inspirations and interpreting them in many ways in
the design developing process.
Unlike other architectural field, landscape is an unfinished
process. Every actions today on projects will act like a joint
between the past and future. After the construction of project
is finished, the natural process will continue accordingly. By
investigating back on traces liquid landscapes may guide the
coherent actions that lead to future solutions, as well as consider the importance of territory of the water.

Fig 39 : Diagrams showing the landscape action
fitting in the timeline

Dutch deltas

The Chaophraya river delta

Fig 40 : Timelines, showing liquid landscape traces through times

TRACES FINDING

As explained earlier, in the design thinking process of landscape projects, aparts from the analysis of complex systems
of territory, we should also looking back for what is behind the
landscape. However, there are many ways that can be used to
track on traces of landscape. This following will explain some
of examples of how to find traces of landscape.
Firstly, the historical maps are one of the important and useful tools to get to know the territory. In many delta’s urbanizations, most of the historical maps express how the urbanization was formed and grew, in relationship with the uses
of water and economical benefits. Not only the urbanizations,
they also indicated the appearances or morphology of natural
landscape, such as river, swamps, creeks and wetland before
it had been transformed by human activities. Since the delta landscape had been constantly changed, the comparison
between historical maps and present maps always help to
realize the changes, especially gains and loss of lands. These
informations might somehow help to envision the possibilities
of changes in the future.
Before industrial revolution, paintings and other kind of arts
were storytelling tools. The expression of many great landscape painters represented significantly how the landscape
look like in that period of time. Also, they could tell much
more about people way of life, cultures and their economic
activities. Paintings of delta territory always tell how prosperous and natural the delta ecosystem used to be. Some of the
original vegetations and faunas are often noticeable, giving
us much clues of how was native ecosystem of the territory.
Unlike other tools, paintings are the result of painters self-perceptions, which were usually more emotional and dramatic.
So they are normally used as landscape inspirations and trigger landscape architects towards their imaginary visions on
landscape.

Fig 42: Claes Jansz . Visscher
Landscape with houses,
ruined bridge and fisherman,
1637, Engraving technique

Later in modern periods, photographs and films become
highly efficient and useful. The old photographs always tells
the story behind them. Lots of them represented the important events in the past, for example, big floods, constructions
of flood protections, people’s way of living with water. Photograpraphs give such a various perspective depending on
what kind of photos, so that photographs are one of the tools
that had been used in different ways.

Fig 41 : Stills from Polygoon Journal, The first images of
flood disaster, the Netherlands, 1953

Cultures and socio-economic activities are important evidences too. The deep roots of history accumulated and
shaped cultures and habitat’s activities in deltalic landscape.
For example, Thai annual traditional festival on every full moon
of 12th month, people float their ‘Kratong’ [a small floating
container made from banana leaves and candles] in rivers,
ponds or canals. With the deep relationship with Buddhism,
the purpose of the festival is to give respectful thoughts and
gratitude to ‘Goddess of water’. This represented obviously
how Thai people way of life are deeply related to water since
400 years ago.
Also, the wet environment and water catchment ability of deltalic landscape led to Dutch polders cultivations and mono culture of rice paddy fields in Thailand. These activities showed
how delta’s habitats see water as beneficial opportunities in
economic uses.

Fig 44 : Bangrahong temple, Thailand, 2017

A remnant of the ‘drowned’ villages in Plompe Toren, on the
island of Shouwen-Duiveland in Zeeland, the Netherlands, is
a reminder of the dozen of villages that have been destroyed
by water through centuries. Until the completion of storm
surge barrier in 1986, the region now become safe against
the floods.

Fig 43 : Rice cultivation, the Chaophraya river delta, Thailand

Many traces are physical and visible. The most evident example is the Dutch iconic windmill which represent excess water conditions so that the creation of windmills helps draining
water and keep arable land dry. Whereas in Thailand, Thai
high columns traditional houses which still visible along side
of the river in the rural area, are clear evidences of how Thais
had been living with water. This also showed the adaptability
of habitats with water in the indigenous way.
Some of visible elements were evidences of how bad were
land subsidences and sinking land we were facing. The present ground level of Bangrahong temple nearbthe Chaophraya
river basin is an indicator of land reclamation activity as a result of flood protection in the past. In the past, there were 3
steps to main temple building, but now only one step left. So
it is convinced that the different of ground level in the past and
the present is approximately 40 centimeters.

Fig 45 : Susannah Sayler and Edward Morris, Rising sea level XXVI,
Plompe Toren, Former village of Koudekerke, the Netherlands, 2010

Politics can also take into accounts. A small action like the
establishment of Rijkswaterstaat [Dutch national water management board] in 1768 was a trace of how important of the
awareness of managing water in the deltalic country. This political organizations was the result of many deadly floods and
dikes broken, so their ambitions were to control the national
water systems and maintain flood defences infrastructure in
order to ensure that severe floods will never happen again.
There are many other tools can help to trace back on the history of landscape, namely researches, water measurements
and many more.
Once the traces had been noticed and taken into accounts
during the design process, they will lead to design concepts
and results. The following chapter will explain how some of
landscape projects interpret fromthe traces they found and
get inspired from them.

REALIZING TRACES

NIJM EG EN R I VER PA R K , 2 0 1 3 - 2 0 1 5

In the design process of Nijmegen river park, H+N+S team
started to look carefully into what is behind the territory and
how the river had been shaped through times. From the early
period before 12th century, Waal river was completely under
influences of annual floods, water dynamic and sediments
transferring on both side and become higher grounds as natural levees. The lower plains before the levees contained many
valuable waterscape elemants such as small gully and sandy
island.
The painting of Jan van Goyen, a famous Dutch landscape
painter, of The Waal river near Nijmegen in 1641, showed
how natural Waal river looked like. The shape of the river was
wide and natural with sandy ground along it. On the side of
the river, the elevated river dike lines are visible with a windmill in the further distance. Many economical activities held
places along the river, such as fishing and trading. Also, it was
obvious that there was natural grazing in floodplains along
the rivers. This painting gave a clear image of natural Waal
river before the river normalizations, and later become an inspiration in the design thinking process.
Historical maps had been studied. The map showed that
when Waal river was naturally shaped, the floodplains were
wide with some natural water branches breaking through.
According to water pressure, isolated sandy islands emerged
along the river in various size. After 1850, when the period
of river normalisation in the Netherlands, most of Waal river
were embanked with the same typical sections, composing of
the elements, including river bed for shipping, groynes, floodplains, summer dikes [old dikes built by farmer to facilitate
agriculture], and winter dikes [built by local water boards to
control the safety level of water]. The river shape was becoming more robust with narrower area of floodplains. Also, due
to the demands of shipping channels, the sandy island were
mostly made disappeared. The reduction of floodplains and
sandy island means lower safety of flood protections, as well
as losing home of many species of delta’s habitats.

Natural shape

River normalization

Fig 46 : Jan Josefsz. van Goyen, The Waal river near Nijmegen,
1641, Oil on canvas.

According to annual floods, dikes were broken countless
times and left their marks in forms of swamp and marshy
area, which are evidently seen along the dikes today. The new
dikes lines were built higher behind these area. These traces
represented the place where there were high water pressure
and also the height of the dikes also indicated the safety level
of the water.

Fig 47 : Map showing shape of Waal river before
and after river normalization

“Park in Nijmegen is certainly not finishes after the contractor
has gone , but has only begun. The vegetation just begins to
grow and the water begins to shape the land and its’ habitat.
It is a process.”
- Pieter Schengenga, H+N+S design director ,
River cities, City river; Thaisa Way Editor

Fig 48 : Diagram, representing density of elements in landscpe
Nijmegen river park, the Netherlands

These are all traces that have taken into accounts in the design
thinking process of Nijmegen river park. Firstly, the present
swamps and marshy area in front of the dike indicated already
how much water pressure during high tides conditions and
floods. Together with the morphology of the present shape
of river which turns a sharp bend and narrow, can obviously envisage more severe floods in the future, and that means
the need of new solutions for flood defences reinforcement on
site was urgent and highly prioritised.
The isolated sandy island, appearing in the past become a
significant inspiration of constructing a secondary channel to
provide more space for water. As the result of it, the sandy
island has emerged in between 2 side of Waal river. This island acted like a stepping stone to create better connection
between 2 urbanizations on both side of the river. The dike
line has also been relocated to be farther inland, giving more
expanded space to floodplains, just like when the river was
more natural.
The constructions of island and dike relocations were main
components of the project plans in the ‘making’ layer, including being built, constructed, dug or raised in terms of physical
elements. Then ‘growing’ layer came afterward. These built
elements allowed area to have it own natural process and
ecosystem developments, which will continually grow and
change inevitably.

The paintings of Jan Van Goyen gave a clear image of habitats
interactions with the river. The natural grazing was proposed
as an economic activity, allowing cattles to move freely in the
floodplains and cross a specific design bridge for the cattles to
the island. The human activities with the water had been enhanced in terms of recreational place. Instead of going on the
wooden boats for shipping or trading in the past, the designed
waterfront area allowed people to do canoeing and kayaking
for recreational purposes. In summer, the sandy shore on the
island become urban beach for sunbathing and swimming activities. These created actively vibrant atmosphere to the riverfront, as well as being coherent with the past.
In the end, Nijmegen river park is a successful project, not only
because of the outstanding design elements, but respectfully
interpreted with the engines and forces that lied behind the
territory with the new landscape vision, in the same time of
giving values to selective elements that had been found as
inspirations through times. The result of the project will never
be final, but it joined between the past and future beautifully.

REALIZING TRACES

BYPASS KA MP EN , 2 0 1 3 - 2 0 1 5

1600

At the starting point of the project, the historical maps was
take into accounts to see how the delta has been transformed.
In many centuries agos, the territory was rich of delta ecosystem surrounded by many water branches from the main
stream before releasing to Ijsselmeer lake. Owing to the fact
that the territory was fully be influenced by natural dynamic
of the deltas, it has constantly changed. The historical map
showed that in early 14th century, the site was one of the
delta’s fingers. Then, the land was gaining gradually until the
water branch has disappeared, only peat bogs, swamps and
marshy landscape were left as traces from the water influences in the past.

1900

Fig 50 : Historical maps of Kampen, 1370

Before project

After project

Fig 49 : Maps showing evolutions of territory
through times, Bypass Kampen, the Netherlands

This information informed significantly the sense of wetness
and low-lying of the territory. The traces of landscapes was
found in the territory obviously spoke for themselves what are
actually senses of place and how should we deal with them.
Although main task was to create new river bypass, but the
hidden ambitions of the project was to give this area back to
be under deltalic natural influences and recurperate original
wet natural landscape with a little disturbances from human
uses. The area was transformed into wet natural valley for
regional recreational uses. The initiative idea from the traces
they found represented clearly in natural form and shape of
water channels and dikes which were fit in respectfully with
the surrouding and existing natural landscape. And denifinitely will continualy change through times.

Fig 50 : Diagram, representing density of elements in landscpe
Bypass Kampen, the Netherlands

REALIZING TRACES

CHULA LO N G KO R N C E NT E NA RY PA R K , 2 0 1 7

With the limited space and strong ambitions to response with
climate change, landscape architects studied on the research
of how Bangkok as the metropolitans had been growing.
From the 1900 until now, Bangkok urban development had
grown almost 320 percents, invading most of the agriculture
land around them. In the past, the agriculture land , relating
to water system, were functioning as ‘ sponge’ that absorbed
seasonal flooding and cycles of monsoon rainwater. In addition, from the historical maps, can tell that canals and waterways had greatly disappeared. Since the growing of urbanization mostly relied on solid and gray infrastructures, it led to the
point that Bangkok was lack of green spaces and permeable
surfaces, which affected many following problems., including
floods and biodiversity crisis. To conclude, Bangkok had lost
their ability of water absorbment completely.

They got inspired by cracks in the concrete cracks on the concrete roads. The challenge was turned from designing an urban park into space where can absorb and contain water as
much as possible. Also, in the park, they tried to use water to
generate some lost deltalic ecosystem, a wetland. With the
function of public park, it allowed people to get closer with
the native deltalic ecosystems in the middle of metropolitans.
As the time goes on, vegetaions will grow. This investments
in green public space and water management asset will become more and more valuable in the middle of solid and grey
infrastructure. And it will gain the difficulty of interfering modern infrastructure on site and surrounded area. In the same
time, new surrounding developments will shift their perspective into concerning more aspects in relationship to this public
space.

Fig 51 : Diagram, representing density of elements in landscpe
Chulalongkorn centenary park, Thailand

05
A VISION

“One central project will be to protect humankind and the
planet as a whole from the dangers inherent in our own
power.”

The statement of Yuval Noah Harari indicates the same concept as movement of Stephanie which had mentioned earlier.
The importance of realizing history and reasons behind them
is going to guide logical and decent solutions for the future.

- Yuval Noah Harari,
HomoDeus, A brief history of tomorrow

All the traces that we found in the history in both Dutch deltas and the Chaophraya river delta have demonstrated how
we reacted to water in the territories. In the past, water was
considered as main element, relating deeply with cultures,
way of life, economic, socio-econimic, ecosytem and politic.
Therefore, it is nescessary to continuaously consider water as
main element in every landscape projects that happen in delta area, including rain water, fresh water, salt water, ground
water, flooding and storm surge, depending on site context.
In addition, with the climate chage, sea level rises and heavier
rain conditions must be taken into accconts too.
In the case of the Netherlands, most recent landscape actions
were made based on a good understanding of their territory of water, concerning water as a key element and involving
them in every aspects and visions. The national efforts was
shifted into recuperation of delta’s ecosystem and reduction of
CO2 emission, with strong ideas of using nature to fight back
against nature. Additionally, adding recreational value into
places had been carried out on top layers intensively, offering
opportunities for citizens to be closer and get familiar with
their natural delta landscape.
While in Thailand, only small triggers had established, however it was greatly important step. The future and resillient
landscape solutions for Thailand should be bringing back and
enhancing water realated way of life, adaptive amphibian infrastructure and living with rhythm of water as we did really
well in the past. These are quality traces that can be significantly adapt and imply with future landscape solutions.

Fig 52 : Panithan Kasinphila, ASLA Student Awards 2016, Amphibious culture ; seasonal flooded landscape and resilient community, Thailand
The sections showing implementation of elements , for example, fishing activities, high columns comminities and seasonal flooded forest.

“Studying history aims to loosen the grip of the past. It enables us to turn our head this way and that, and begin to notice possibilities that our ancestors could not imagine, or did
not want us to imagine. By observing the accidental chain
of events that let us here, we realize how our thoughts and
dreams took shape- and we can begin to think and dream
differently. Studying history will not let us what to choose,
but at least give us more options.”

- Yuval Noah Harari, HomoDeus,
A brief history of tomorrow

Fig 53 : A sketch of first idea of Hamburg entrance competition,
showing the reading of the place that was inspired by fragmented
series of island which were natural morphology of place in the past.
H+N+S landscape architects, 2019

In landscape design process, investigating on how the landscape had been shaped is guiding in various ways. First of all,
it reveal backgrounds, essences, values, driving energies and
characters of landscape. This informations will help greatly
on defining possibilities and potentials of places, revealing
valuable elements and systems that can be emphasized in the
projects. Also, it can be used as inspirations for the design
concepts and ambitions, or introducing other ways to read
and get to know the place. Above all, some actions and results
of the actions in the past can tell us not to follow the same
mistakes, same idea of “ lesson learnt”.
Being a landscape architect requies observant ability. Small
traces can be transformed into concepts and key elements
which will give meaningful values to the projects. Every places have their own characteristic and engines that lied underneath the terrains, in the form of changing land uses and natural forces for a very long time. Therefore, it is necessary for
landscape architects to dive into these essences.
In deltalic landscape, many traces had been left due to its
changing abilities and abundant of natural forces, but it does
not mean that other terrains where are not belong to deltalic
territory do not have traces. These concepts of looking back
can be applied in any landcape projects.

Today, not only the landscape architects, but also the public
organizations are working intensively on finding values which
can be turn into intregrated possibilities for future. For example, the heritage values of Rec Comtal, which was an irrigation
canal in Romans period for drinking purposes, had recently
been enhanced and concerned as a possibility for ecological
improvement and public space quality in Barcelona. And later become landscape design proposal of Carles Enrich which
beautilfully intergrated all heritage values in landscape programs.
In the end, landscape knowledge and looking back into the
history of them somehow show us that we cannot force the
nature. What is belong to nature, in the time, the nature will
take them back. Therefore, landscape architects have responsibilty to balance them and find the best possibilities not only
for our future, but for the next generations.

. . .
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